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1 

In my visit to the Louvre, I was fixated on the presence of Egyptian artifacts throughout 

the museum. There was an extensive Ancient Egypt exhibition where I spent hours in awe and 

respect. However, when I was in other collections, like French, Italian, and even Russian, there 

were still Egyptian art and artifacts present. Some were from Egypt, others commissioned in 

places of their respect. The most striking was a white marble sculpture of Isis, an Egyptian 

goddess, in a room of Italian antiquities. As I admired this piece, I could not appreciate the work 

fully. I questioned why these pieces were in collections other than the Ancient Egypt exhibition 

and the appeal to such. This piece led me to research the Eurocentric appeal of Egypt in 

Egyptomania and the African American appeal of Egypt in Afrocentrism.  

 Egyptomania is the recurring fascination and exploitation of Ancient Egypt in Western 

arts and culture.2 The Greeks were the first visitors of Egypt who attempted to study the 

civilization and began the trend of extractive encounters. Followed by Romans, French, and 

other Western countries, each set out explorations that resulted in stealing different relics and 

                                                      
1 Marcantonio IV Borghese. Isis, Egyptian Goddess, 1779-1791, marble, Paris, The Louvre. 
2 Curran, Brian A. The Art Bulletin 78, no. 4 (1996): 739-45. doi:10.2307/3046219. 

 



aspects of Egyptian culture and history. The interest manifested in the West after Napoleon 

Bonaparte’s French Campaign of Egypt and Syria (1798- 1801).3 French militia and scholars’ 

objectives were to bring Enlightenment philosophy to Egypt, study all aspects of the civilization 

and culture intensively, and relay all the information to the French government.4  The scholars 

published the Description de l’Egypte in 1803 which was used as the Egyptian Encyclopedia in 

Europe, enabling the Western appeal to be supplemented by extensive scholarship.5 After the 

Napoleonic Wars ended in 1815, there was a huge demand by museums and private collectors of 

Egyptian artifacts and reconstructions of statues. As Nassar Rabbat explains, “Henceforth, Egypt 

became not only a subject of intense scientific scrutiny, exemplified by the monumental 

multivolume Description de l'Egypte (1809-28), produced by those same savants, but also a 

European fascination, at times even an obsession, whose history, myths, and material culture 

have been blatantly claimed and absorbed in various narratives that bypassed the country and its 

actual people.”6 Owning “authentic” pieces displayed one’s esteem and class, yet it disregarded 

the actual people and culture of Egypt.  

This renewed interest, with Napoleon’s expedition as the catalyst, spread throughout the 

West in which Egyptian aesthetics were seen in art, literature, architecture, and more. 

Egyptologists believe the ongoing appeal is because of the paradoxical nature of Egypt.7 It is 

located in North Eastern Africa yet isn’t characterized as African. Egypt is where Africa and 

Asia meet, yet embodies its own identity and culture, rather than merging the two. Egyptian 

culture is very different than other African cultures, especially those below the Sahara Desert, 

                                                      
3 Fritze, Ronald H. Egyptomania : A History of Fascination, Obsession and Fantasy. London, UK: Reaktion Books, 

2016. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid.  
6 Rabbat, Nasser. “Egyptomania.” Artforum International; New York, March 2013. 
7 Fritze, Ronald H. Egyptomania : A History of Fascination, Obsession and Fantasy. London, UK: Reaktion Books, 

2016. 



and prides itself in its unique nature. Similarly, the mystery of the ancient civilization and how it 

developed into such a renowned enigma contributes to the constant enthusiasm in Egyptomania.8 

From the pyramids, sphinx, and plethora of gods and goddesses, Egyptian identity has been 

studied and exploited throughout the West.   

These cycles of Greece, France, Italy, and America extorting Egyptian culture and 

clouding it through scholarship and Egyptology, manifested into a new captivation with African 

Americans. In the attempt to learn about African history and finding where those of African 

descent fit in history, a lot of scholarship focuses on Egypt. Afrocentrism being centered in 

Egypt has created a pseudo-therapeutic approach to identity and history.9 You see the eye of 

Horus on chains, Egyptian pyramids and sphinx on t-shirts, and other aspects of culture being 

commodified as the origin of black people. It is argued that this appeal is for blacks to claim their 

home in ancient Egypt as way to compensate for the lack of African contribution to world 

development.10 Through generations of Eurocentric and racist education, black scholars learn 

very little of how their ancestors contributed to civilization. While it is therapeutic to call a place 

of such grandeur - who paved the way for agriculture, complex architecture, intricate religions, 

and more - home, it is false. It is merely an act of compensation rooted in fake history. 

Afrocentrism homogenizes Africa into one place and leaves out many cultures, countries, and 

identities. Critiques of dismantling Afrocentrism claim that the scholarship incorporates 

“diversity of truths” which shouldn’t be seen as unethical, but necessary.11 Again, this is simply 

                                                      
8 Ibid.  
9 Walker, Clarence E. We Can't Go Home Again: An Argument About Afrocentrism. Cary: Oxford University 

Press, 1989. Accessed April 25, 2019. ProQuest Ebook Central. 
10 Ibid.  

11 Lambert, Michael. “AFROCENTRISM AND FREEMASONRY: (DE)CONSTRUCTING MYTHS ABOUT EGYPT. 

Mary Lefkowitz, Not Out of Africa: How Afrocentrism Became an Excuse to Teach Myth as History. New York: 

Harper-Collins, 1996.” Scholia: Studies in Classical Antiquity; Dunedin 5 (1996): 117–20. 

 



an emotional crutch for African descendants; it is a remedial discipline of scholarly discourse 

that values the personal connection over historical fact. These “truths” shouldn’t be accepted just 

because it feels good to think a black people and history is all from Egypt.  

Not only does Afrocentrism contribute to the facilitation of false information, but it also 

makes Egypt a commodity. The commodification is a bit different than seen in the Eurocentric 

Egyptomania, but it still demeans a whole civilization into an accessory. For example, Beyonce’s 

“Beychella” performance at the 2018 Coachella festival was to promote black pride and identity. 

She incorporated various aspects of Historical Black Colleges or Universities, famous black 

poets and writers, and also Egyptian dress and accessories. She opened her performance in a 

Nefertiti inspired head piece, displaying this connection African Americans have with Egypt. 

The Egyptian headpiece and accessories act as a connecting point and empowering aspect, but it 

is still rooted in inaccurate history. While this wasn’t developed with malicious intentions, in fact 

it is an attempt to positively uplift a community, there is still the instrumentalization of Egypt. In 

the same sense in which Egyptian artifacts are being used to display the esteem of European 

bourgeoise, African Americans use this Egyptian culture to connect to something grandiose.  

 My artifact is a prime example of the Eurocentric Egyptomania craze. The statue of Isis, 

an Egyptian goddess, was a piece commissioned by Marcantonio IV Borghese. He was the fifth 

prince of Sulmona, Italy and his Villa Borghese was where this statue was originally displayed. 

The statue was completed in 1801 and was in the Egyptian Room of the Borghese Villa. The 

statue is now displayed in the Louvre however, it was in a European art gallery not in the 

Egyptian gallery. Isis, along with other pharaohs and gods, were displayed in this Italian 

showroom like accessories of their own culture.  This sat uneasy with me. 



These original figures are recreated as if they are original copies, and it is everything but 

that. To begin, the authentic relics and statues were not meant for representation, but to honor 

esteemed idols.12 When Egyptian artists depicted gods and pharaohs, it was to honor the lives of 

these idols, not for viewers to see themselves in the art. Egyptian locals were meant to see the 

elaborate statues of pharaohs and understand their power relation and dynamic. Colla critiques 

that displaying these figures as collection pieces, the audience is able to have an “Egyptian alley” 

in which they can somehow digest the complexity and meaning and relate, or even worse 

identify with the pieces.13 For example, the women behind the statue in my photo can easily 

identify and feel empowered by this statue. This white woman can identify with this display and 

feel represented by a figure that was not meant for her.14 Here is a statue with white skin, in 

Paris, in an Italian collection that is big beautiful and bold. Their skin is the same, they are both 

in Europe, and she is a woman. Similarly, these recreations lose meaning and authenticity after 

engraining Oriental and Eurocentric characteristics in statues.15  The marble used to make these 

pieces, despite Egyptians being people of color, create pale skinned individuals. This nuance is 

small, yet monumental when it comes to respecting these eminent figures. Stripping the color of 

these idols not only creates inaccurate recreations but also strips important iconographic 

identities. For example, Isis is usually depicted with yellow or black skin. The yellow skin color 

was to symbolize the idea that deities’ skin was made of royal gold and black depictions are to 

represent the fertility of soil and Earth.16 These characteristics and identities are lost when 

                                                      
12 Elliott Colla, Conflicted Antiquities: Egyptology, Egyptomania, Egyptian Modernity (Duke University Press, 

2007), https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822390398. 
13 Elliott Colla, Conflicted Antiquities: Egyptology, Egyptomania, Egyptian Modernity (Duke University Press, 

2007), https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822390398. 
14  Scott Denham (College Professor) in discussion with author, April 2019. 
15 Trafton, Scott. Egypt Land: Race and Nineteenth-Century American Egyptomania. Edited by Donald E. Pease. 

Duke University Press, 2004. https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822386315. 
16 “Isis Was the Egyptian Goddess of Magic,” accessed April 25, 2019, http://www.people.vcu.edu/~djbromle/art-

symbolism/student-projects-2001/isis-rasnic.html. 

https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822390398
https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822390398
https://doi.org/10.1215/9780822386315
http://www.people.vcu.edu/~djbromle/art-symbolism/student-projects-2001/isis-rasnic.html
http://www.people.vcu.edu/~djbromle/art-symbolism/student-projects-2001/isis-rasnic.html


recreating the statues. There is very little that promotes Egypt in the sculpture, except for the fact 

that it is a mimicked piece of an Egyptian deity. There is the commodification and idealization of 

figures that have their true meaning left in Egypt.  

The extractive relationship between the world and Egypt has been long going and has 

created a cycle of lost and inaccurate history. While this is not in a political sense, the dynamic 

between the West and Egypt compliments the patterns of revolutionary thought. Revolution is 

often a cyclical movement in which those oppressed become fed up, gather in arms -or 

philosophy - and overthrow the standing entity in power. The oppressed recreate a system and 

attempts to counter the flaws of the prior institution, yet usually the abused become the abuser.17 

The new system leaves those who were in power as the next generation of marginalized people, 

whose needs and become ignored and disregarded, similar to Egypt’s culture. 

Egyptomania has been a cyclical appeal and yet as people continue to exploit and take 

from the civilization, there has never proper "overthrow" of power. In each wave of Egyptian 

interest, the civilization becomes more and more removed from itself at the expense of Western 

exploitation. As Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels put it, “The bourgeoise cannot exist without 

constantly revolutionizing the instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production, 

and with them the whole relations of society.”18 The West uses these “instruments,” Egyptian 

artifacts, and alter the meanings and importance by commodifying a culture. The 

commodification of a culture, that was not the West’s to begin with, set a standard for the rest of 

the world to interact with Egypt. From the Washington monument as an obelisk, the Egyptian 

Bridge in St. Petersburg, Luxor Obelisk in Paris, songs like “Walk like an Egyptian,” and more, 

                                                      
17 J.Cole. “High for Hours”. Dreamville Inc, 2017. April 18, 2019. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SQ-UoPS-

_U. 
18 Engels, Friedrich, and Marx, Karl. The Communist Manifesto. Minneapolis: Lerner Publishing Group, 2018. 

Accessed April 25, 2019. ProQuest Ebook Central. 



Egyptian culture is seen everywhere in the world without respect to its origin. Echoing this 

sentiment, Lewis Lapham states, “The men shape their tools, their tools shape their relations with 

other men, and the rain it raineth every day in a perfect storm of creative destruction that is 

amoral and relentless.”19 

Each cycle and movement has taken Egypt out of its own context, in order to satisfy an 

outsider’s ego or esteem. From Greek’s first contact with the civilization, to Napoleon’s 

conquest, and even with Afrocentrism, the true identity of Egypt and its artifacts become loss in 

the exploitation.  

While I do argue that Afrocentrism and Egyptomania both commodify Egyptian culture, I 

do want to emphasize the importance of Afrocentrism. Afrocentrism is the attempt to not only 

keep African and African-American scholarship revolving solely on slavery, lynchings, Civil 

Rights, and institutional racism, but the positive contributions and history of Africa and African 

Diaspora. There is a need to emphasize that Africa is the cradle of humanity; it is the origin of all 

civilization and what is seen throughout the world is because of Africa, to the basic point of 

existence. Mitochondrial DNA has traced that modern H. Sapiens did in fact originate in Africa, 

thus all humans have come from Africa.20 While this is true, there is no scholarship that declares 

Egypt being the birth place of humans. Afrocentrism should keep scholarly discourse revolving 

and researching only the historical facts of Africa and its contributions beyond. The discipline of 

Afrocentrism is important in demolishing engrained Eurocentric education, but it should 

recognize the breadth of African history. The focus on Egypt should be seen as a lesson for 

Afrocentrism, in which black scholars do in fact need and want something to connect to. The 

                                                      
19 Lapham, Lewis. Lapham’s Quarterly: Revolutions. New York, NY: American Agora Foundation, 2014. 

20 Seager, Robert D. “‘Eve’ in Africa: Human Evolution Meets Molecular Biology.” The American Biology Teacher 52, 

no. 3 (1990): 144–49. https://doi.org/10.2307/4449066. 

 

https://doi.org/10.2307/4449066


ability to empower people, even in false history, should be capitalized on through accurate 

investigations across Africa. And when this discourse develops and circulates, there should be a 

distinguished line between acknowledgment and respect and the commodification of such. The 

history cannot be demeaned into an accessory or buzz word but honored in authenticity. It is 

important to reclaim scholarship with the incorporation of black history, but only when such is 

historically accurate and factual.  

To conclude, the exploitation of Egypt is worldwide and disrespectful. Not only in 

Europe, but the commodification of the ancient civilization is something seen globally. 

Afrocentrism, too, contributes to this despite the benevolent intentions it is rooted in. The 

civilization can be honored without stripping its history and exploiting its image.  
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